Normative Business Ethics Workshop Series
2019 – 2020 Sessions

Friday, October 4, 1-4:30 PM
- **Mihailis Diamantis**, University of Iowa, (Paper Title: The Extended Corporate Mind: Addressing the Problem of Algorithmic Corporate Misconduct)
- **Eliot Michaelson**, King’s College London and **Robert Simpson**, University College London, (Paper Title: The Big Shill, or On the Pervasiveness of Structural Insincerity)
- **Lauren A. Taylor**, Harvard University, (Paper Title: What To Do with “Tainted” Funds? The Especially Difficult Case of Non-Profits)

Friday, October 25, 1-4:30 PM
- **Michael Cholbi**, University of Edinburgh, (Paper Title: Labor Conscription)
- **Theodore Lechterman**, Goethe-Universität Frankfurt, (Paper Title: The Democratic Bases of Milton Friedman’s Corporate Misanthropy)
- **Chelsea Rosenthal**, Simon Fraser University, (Paper Title: Disappearing Moral Responsibilities)

Friday, November 22, 1-4:30 PM
- **Michael Kates**, Saint Joseph’s University, (Paper Title: The Repugnant Conclusion for Sweatshops)
- **Barry Maguire**, Stanford University, (Paper Title: Markets, Vocations, and the Value of Community)
- **Cristina Neesham**, Newcastle University, (Paper Title: Individual-Systemic Responsibility: Global Corporations and Climate Change)

Friday, February 7, 1-4:30 PM
- **Tim Aylsworth**, Florida International University, (Paper Title: Autonomy and Well-being: Refining the Argument against Persuasive Advertising)
- **Arudra Burra**, Indian Institute of Technology Delhi, (Paper Title: Lying in the Bargain)
- **Ittay Nissan**, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, (Paper Title: Risk Avoidance Behind the Veil of Ignorance and the Ex-Ante Pareto Principle)

Friday, April 3, 1-4:30 PM
- **Vikram Bhargava**, Santa Clara University and **Matthew Caulfield**, University of Pennsylvania, (Paper Title: Truth and Usefulness: What is the Normative Significance of Usefulness?)
- **Robbin Derry**, University of Lethbridge, (Paper Title: A Bridge from Intersectional Theory to Business Ethics)
- **Lauren Kaufmann**, University of Pennsylvania, (Paper Title: Gender Lens investing)

Friday, May 1, 1-4:30 PM
- **Jonathan Gingerich**, King’s College London, (Paper Title: Freedom Beyond Choice)
- **Thomas Mulligan**, Georgetown University, (Paper Title: The Ethics of Predictive Text)
- **George Tsai**, University of Hawaii, (Paper Title: Obstacles to a Meaningful Life under Capitalism)

All sessions will be held at The Wharton School, in Room 641 of Jon M. Huntsman Hall.